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				Comprehensive Security in Hadoop

		Hortonworks Data Platform 2.3 provides a centralized approach to security across the Hadoop stack

	




	
		
			
			
							
					
						Hadoop empowers enterprises to store and process unprecedented volume of data in a shared data lake. But Big Data doesn’t have to incur big risks. The security implications of data lake are far-reaching and effective Hadoop security depends on a holistic approach.

With Hortonworks Data Platform, security is built into the platform and a centralized interface empowers security personnel to administer and manage security policies consistently across all the components of the Hadoop stack.

Security Implications of Data Lake

The successful Hadoop journey typically starts with Data Architecture Optimization or new Advanced Analytic Applications, which leads to the formation of a Data Lake. As large and growing volumes of diverse data are stored in the Data Lake, any breach of this enterprise-wide data can be catastrophic, from privacy violations, to regulatory infractions, to damage to corporate image and long-term shareholder value. The need to protect the Data Lake with comprehensive security is clear due to the following reasons:

	Data Lake holds vital and often highly sensitive data that has driven an enterprise over its long history
	External ecosystem of data and operational systems feeding the Data Lake is highly dynamic and can introduce new security threats
	Users across multiple business units can access the Data Lake using methods of their own choosing, thereby increasing risks of exposure to unauthorized users


To prevent damage to the company’s business, customers, finances and reputation, IT leaders must ensure that their Data Lake meets the same high standards of security as any legacy data environment.

Hortonworks Approach to Enterprise Security

Hortonworks firmly believes that effective Hadoop security depends on a holistic approach. Our framework for comprehensive security revolves around five pillars: administration, authentication, authorization, audit and data protection.

Five Pillars of Enterprise Security


 

Security administrators must provide enterprise-grade coverage across each of these pillars as they design the infrastructure to secure data in Hadoop because if any of these pillars remains weak, it introduces thread vectors into the entire data lake.

Security Built-in to the Platform

Security must be an integral part of the platform on which an enterprise’s Data Lake is built. The combination of bottom-up and top down approach makes it possible to manage and enforce security across the stack through a central point of administration that prevents gaps and inconsistencies. This approach is especially effective for Hadoop implementations where new applications or data engines are always on the horizon in the form of new Open Source projects, a dynamic scenario that can quickly exacerbate any vulnerabilities.

Hortonworks helps customers maintain the high levels of protection their enterprise data demands by building centralized security administration and management into the DNA of the Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP). HDP provides an enterprise-ready data platform with rich capabilities spanning security, governance and operations. By implementing security at the platform level, Hortonworks ensures that security is consistently administered to any application built on top of the data platform, and makes it easier to build or retire data application without impacting security.



Commitment to Enterprise-Readiness

Hortonworks was founded with the objective to make Hadoop ready for the enterprise and has a strong legacy of significant contributions in this area. This goal of enterprise-readiness led the original Hadoop team at Yahoo! to develop Kerberos as the basis for strong authentication in Hadoop. Since that time, Hortonworks has continued to make significant investments in security. In May 2014, Hortonworks acquired XA Secure, a leading data security company, to accelerate the delivery of a comprehensive approach to Hadoop security. To be consistent with its mission to develop, distribute and support 100% open source Apache Hadoop data platform, Hortonworks immediately incorporated the XA Secure technology into the Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP), while also converting the commercial solution into an open Apache community project called Apache Ranger.

Centralized Security Platform

In order to deliver consistent security administration and management, Hadoop administrators require a centralized user interface—a single pane of glass that can be used to define, administer and manage security policies consistently across all the components of the Hadoop stack. Hortonworks addressed this requirement through Apache Ranger, an integral part of HDP. Ranger enhances the productivity of security administrators and reduces potential errors by empowering them to define security policy once and apply it to all the applicable components across the Hadoop stack from a central location.

 



No business can afford to have Big Data insight come at the expense of enterprise security. As you plan your Hadoop strategy, make sure that the platform you choose provides a comprehensive and holistic approach to protect your Data Lake and the valuable information it contains. With Hortonworks, companies can implement a platform with all five pillars of Hadoop security woven into its architecture for centralized and consistent policy management.


											

					

						
						
						
						
						
						
						
    White Paper

    Solving Security in Hadoop

    

    Big data doesn’t have to incur big risks. Put your data to work without sacrificing peace of mind.

    Download Now

    Edit PDF | Edit Promo
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							`>echo “Hello, world.”
Hello everyone and welcome to the start of my blogging adventure. I’m Mike Schiebel, Cybersecurity Strategist at Hortonworks where I’m focused...
January 21, 2016

							Michael Schiebel


						  
	
							Leverage Security in Hadoop Without Sacrificing Usability
On September 22nd at 10:00 am PST, Vincent Lam, Director of Product Marketing at Protegrity, and Syed Mahmood, Sr. Product Marketing Manager at...
September 16, 2015

							Cecile Poyet


						  
	
							Hortonworks HDP 2.3 Security Partner Masterclass
This is a guest blog from Stefan Kupstaitis-Dunkler, Accenture Technology Solutions GmbH.
I’ve been working at Accenture for almost a year...
August 7, 2015

							John Kreisa


						  
	
							Available Now: HDP 2.3
We are very pleased to announce that Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP) Version 2.3 is now generally available for download. HDP 2.3 brings numerous...
July 22, 2015

							Tim Hall


						  
	
							New in HDP 2.3: Enterprise Grade HDFS Data At Rest Encryption
Apache Hadoop has emerged as a critical data platform to deliver business insights hidden in big data. As a relatively new technology, system administrators...
June 10, 2015

							Balaji Ganesan


						  
	
							Driving Business Transformation with Open Enterprise Hadoop
Hadoop isn’t optional for today’s enterprises—that much is clear. But as companies race to get control over the significantly growing...
June 8, 2015

							Matt Morgan


						  
	
							Hortonworks Data Platform 2.3 – Delivering Transformational Outcomes
Over the past two quarters, Hortonworks has been able to attract over 200 new customers. We are attempting to feed the hunger our customers have...
June 8, 2015

							Tim Hall


						  
	
							Announcing Apache Hive 1.2
SQL is the most popular use case for the Hadoop user community, and Apache Hive is still the defacto standard. Early this week, the Apache Hive community...
May 22, 2015

							Sushanth Sowmyan


						  


View Past Webinars
Recorded on : Sep 23, 2015
Set the bar on your Hadoop Security with HDP 2.3
Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP) 2.3 represents the latest innovation from across the Hadoop ecosystem, especially in the area of security. With HDP 2.3, enterprises can secure their data using a gateway for perimeter security, provide fine grain authorization and auditing for all access patterns, and ensure data encryption over the wire as well as stored on disk. Come and join us for a webinar to learn how the new Hadoop can help secure your data and meet compliance requirements.…


Recorded on : Sep 17, 2015
Solving Security Challenges in Hadoop
You must be living under a rock if you haven’t noticed the momentum organisations are having across the enterprise with Big Data and Hadoop. Within the last few years there has been a fundamental shift in the way Hadoop is being used. From a specialist application to now serving multiple business units through a “data Lake”, organisations are now challenged with ensuring the journey to a data lake is secure.

Join Hortonworks as we dive deep into the security challenges facing organisations wanting to take the first steps in creating a central data lake that all business units within the enterprise can benefit from. We will also be running live audience votes throughout the session which will enable you to shape the direction of the discussion.

This webinar is part of the Big Data Webinar Series register for more here: http://hortonworks.com/blog/big-data-series/…



Try these Tutorials
	Hadoop Security and Data Protection with Protegrity Avatar
Protegrity Avatar™ for Hortonworks® extends the capabilities of HDP native security with Protegrity Vaultless Tokenization (PVT), Extended...
Partner Tutorials

	Securing HDFS, Hive and HBase with Knox and Ranger

Introduction
Apache Ranger delivers a comprehensive approach to security for a Hadoop cluster. It provides central security policy administration...
Get Started Tutorials

	Securing your Data Lake Resource & Auditing User Access with HDP Advanced Security
In this tutorial we will explore how you can use policies in HDP Advanced Security to protect your enterprise data lake and audit access by users to resources on HDFS, Hive and HBase from a centralized HDP Security Administration Console.
New Features

	Securing your Hadoop Infrastructure with Apache Knox
In this tutorial we will walk through the process of

Configuring Apache Knox and LDAP services on HDP Sandbox
Run a MapReduce Program using Apache...
New Features

	Secure JDBC and ODBC Clients’ Access to HiveServer2 using Apache Knox
Introduction
HDP 2.1 ships with Apache Knox 0.4.0. This release of Apache Knox supports WebHDFS, WebHCAT, Oozie, Hive, and HBase REST APIs.
Hive...
Get Started Tutorials

	Fine-Grained Permissions for HDFS Files in Hadoop using HDFS ACLs
Securing any system requires you to implement layers of protection.  Access Control Lists (ACLs) are typically applied to data to restrict...
Get Started Tutorials

	Integrating Hadoop Cluster to Microsoft Active Directory for Authentication
Hadoop is a business-critical data platform at many of the world’s largest enterprises. These corporations require a layered security model...
Get Started Tutorials





					

				
 
					

	








    
        
            


Hortonworks Data Platform

The Hortonworks Data Platform is a 100% open source distribution of Apache Hadoop that is truly enterprise grade having been built, tested and hardened with enterprise rigor.

Discover HDP






Get started with Sandbox

Hortonworks Sandbox is a self-contained virtual machine with Apache Hadoop pre-configured alongside a set of hands-on, step-by-step Hadoop tutorials.

Try Sandbox




Modern Data Architecture

Tackle the challenges of big data. Hadoop integrates with existing EDW, RDBMS and MPP systems to deliver lower cost, higher capacity infrastructure.

Learn More
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